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Abstract: The Netherlands has the ambitious target of transitioning to a low-carbon economy by 2050.
One factor that may constrain this progress, however, is the large spatial requirements of renewable
energy technologies, and resulting competition for land through interlinkages between the Climate
(C), Land (L), Energy (E), Water (W) and Food (F) domains—the CLEWF nexus. This study aims at
identifying innovations that can improve the performance of the nexus by addressing the land scarcity
constraint while supporting the low-carbon economy transition. A framework for the identification
of potential innovations applicable in the nexus context was developed and applied. It is derived
from a Driver-Pressure-State-Impact-Response (DPSIR) analysis of land scarcity in the Dutch nexus
and a stock-taking benchmarking analysis of European countries. An inventory of innovations was
prepared based on several classifications of innovations, collecting examples from the Netherlands,
Belgium, Denmark, Germany, Latvia and Sweden. Three innovations were identified as particularly
promising: district heating, Energy Service Companies and peak shaving through water pumping.
Furthermore, the DPSIR framework was also used to identify overarching societal elements common
to countries that successfully implemented sustainable innovations. These were found to relate to
long-term political commitments, geopolitical and economic drivers, and pioneering approaches
building from and towards national strengths.
Keywords: innovations; CLEWF nexus; DSPIR; benchmarking; systems thinking; the Netherlands;
low-carbon transition; energy transition

1. Introduction
The Paris’ United Nations Framework Convention on Climate Change (UNFCCC) agreement,
signed in 2015, has set the scene for climate policy globally. Its central aim of keeping the global
temperature rise “well below 2 ◦ C” in this century [1] puts pressure on all signatory countries to
reduce greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions from, among other sectors, energy production and use [2].
At the European level, the Emission Trading Scheme and the Clean Energy package, which includes
the Renewable Energy Directive and the Energy Efficiency Directive of 2018, set targets that require
European Union member states to take more ambitious measures in terms of climate action [3].
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More recently, the European Commission presented the European Green Deal, an unprecedentedly
ambitious policy strategy setting out the path to climate neutrality by 2050. In the Netherlands,
the Climate Agreement (Klimaatakkoord) [4] is the leading policy for reducing GHG emissions,
although more domains of policy are relevant [5]. At the end of 2019, for instance, the attention of
policy makers has been drawn to the nitrogen emissions policy due to the immediate impacts of
exceeded emission limits prohibiting the construction of new buildings and infrastructure [6].
The achievement of climate goals and ambitions will require a significant increase in renewable
energy generation. At the European level, it has been agreed that by 2030 the share of renewable energy
generation shall be at least 32%, with a possible upward revision in 2023 [7,8]. For 2020, the European
target was set at 20%, with national binding targets specified for each member state, ranging from 10%
in Malta to 49% in Sweden. The national targets take into account differences in starting points due to
different circumstances, renewable energy potential and economic conditions [9]. The Dutch target for
2020 was 14%. In 2017, the share of renewable energy in the Netherlands was still 6.6%—lower than
all other EU member states except Luxembourg [10]. In 2018, it reached 7.4%, and it was the lowest
among EU countries [11].
One factor constraining progress towards a low-carbon economy in the Netherlands is related to the
relatively high level of competition between land use purposes compared to other European countries,
hereafter referred to as “land scarcity” (used here in a relative manner: Dutch land is not scarce in
an absolute sense; however, compared to most of the other EU member states, competition between
different land use purposes is fierce in the Netherlands). The Netherlands has a population density
of 501 people per km2 , the highest level in Europe after Malta [12]. The agricultural sector is
characterised by high land productivity [13]. The transition to a low-carbon economy will only increase
the competition for land. Indeed, renewable energy technologies, such as solar photovoltaic (PV),
wind power and biomass/biofuels production, produce less electricity per unit of land area than
conventional fossil fuel-based technologies [14]. An increase in renewable energy generation using
such renewable energy technologies would require more space—or, alternatively, a smarter use of
space, energy, and storage capacity [14]. The renowned “Not In My Backyard” (NIMBY) argument
plays a role in the expansion of these technologies, further reducing the potentially available space for
such infrastructure. The land-scarcity constraint, however, goes beyond the direct spatial requirements
of renewable energy generation. Agricultural activities and food production and consumption can
affect the extent to which the availability of land is a constraining factor to energy sector development.
It is a cross-sectoral issue and can be observed from different systems’ perspectives. In this study,
we assess the competition for land in the context of the transition to a low-carbon economy from
a nexus approach. This means the use of land is analysed from the viewpoint of several systems,
considering the interactions between such systems. The nexus in this paper refers to the interlinked
dependence of the domains of Climate (C), Land (L), Energy (E), Water (W) and Food (F) (the CLEWF
nexus). An overview of interactions been nexus domains is provided in Figure 1. The relations between
the CLEWF domains with regards to land scarcity in the Netherlands will be further elaborated on in
Section 3.2.
The main aim of this article is to identify approaches that can contribute to alleviating land scarcity
as a constraint to the low-carbon economy transition in the Netherlands, considering a CLEWF nexus
perspective. Current alternatives like on-shore wind and solar power parks require land which is scarce
in the Netherlands. Moreover, these alternatives have proven insufficient for the Netherlands to realise
its climate goals. Contrastingly, innovation is a cornerstone of Dutch economic policy. In the context of
the Sustainable Development Goals agenda, the transition to a low-carbon economy is necessary but
challenging [15], and all the interlinked connections between goals and their targets support the need
for an integrated approach to sustainable development. Innovations can accelerate change. As such,
the concept of “innovation”, and how it should be created and developed, has taken centre stage
in many research, strategy and policy documents [16]. However, the transferability of innovations
to other nexus contexts has not been studied extensively. In this study, we analysed strategies and
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political and economic drivers that countries with a successful emergence or adoption of sustainable
innovations converge upon. As such, the application of the framework to the land-scarcity constraint
of the Dutch nexus is of practical use for actors aiming to accelerate the transition of the Netherlands
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upon. As such, the application of the framework to the land-scarcity constraint of the Dutch nexus
is of practical use for actors aiming to accelerate the transition of the Netherlands to a low-carbon
economy, with benefits to sectors operating in other nexus domains. It could also inform other
countries with similar contexts. The framework guides the identification of innovative solutions in
a complex and broad network of systems that facilitates their integrated operation and accounts for
compromises (or trade-offs) between them. Simultaneously, the application to the Dutch case illustrates
the applicability and transferability of the framework in itself. Additionally, and from the perspective
of innovators, the production of a pool of cross-systems innovations can support the dissemination of
the new practices, support their scale-up process, promote the development of Small and Medium
Enterprises (SMEs) and function as a communication mechanism between different actors involved in
a CLEWF nexus assessment. In Section 5, we present our findings, and the conclusions are summarised
in Section 6.
2. Literature Review: Definitions, Categorisations and Relevance for Sustainability
Innovation carries risk by definition. New approaches to address challenges come without
guarantees regarding their success or effects, and might as such cost money and resources that could
have been invested in existing options with proven, albeit limited, effects. This limitation of innovation
as a means to change amplifies the need for studying it so that promising innovations for specific
contexts can be better identified, sounder recommendations on their implementation can be made,
and their implications on other sectors can better be understood. To that end, literature is reviewed on
definitions and types of “innovation”, as well as on its relation with sustainability.
2.1. The Use of the Innovation Concept
The first commonly accepted definition of innovation dates back to the works of Joseph Schumpeter,
one of the first scholars to devote explicit attention to the topic in modern science literature [17].
According to Schumpeter, innovation can be defined as “new combinations” of existing knowledge and
resources. The author clearly distinguishes the concept from “invention”, which refers merely to the
emergence of new ideas without the explicit need for those to be implemented [17,18]. Several general
definitions of innovation find ground in the scientific literature [19]. The most recent definition
used in the Oslo Manual, which is published by the Organisation for Economic Co-operation and
Development (OECD) and provides guidelines for collecting and interpreting data on innovation to
facilitate internationally comparable data, is: “An innovation is a new or improved product or process
(or combination thereof) that differs significantly from the unit’s previous products or processes and
that has been made available to potential users (product) or brought into use by the unit (process).” [16].
Across the definition provided by Schumpeter, the one in the Oslo Manual and a myriad of other
paraphrases, there seems to be a general form in which innovation is defined, consisting of some
combination of a formulation of at least two particular clauses. Firstly, innovation is thought to
require some “new” element, in the form of new knowledge or an idea. Secondly, this new element is
required to be “applied” in some way. In this study, any application of a technology, business model,
policy or social configuration that provides a new way of addressing the land scarcity constraint in
the Netherlands, or that is currently not used to its full potential to address this constraint in the
Netherlands, is considered an innovation.
2.2. Types of Innovation
As is the case with many multi-faceted and widely applicable concepts, innovation has been
classified in many ways. The third edition of the Oslo Manual [20] proposed four types of innovation
in the business sector: product, business process, organisational and market innovations. The fourth
edition of this manual, published in 2018, reorganised the most important sub-types in such a way that
only the first two, product and process innovations, remained. However, these types still contained
similar sub-types [16]. The limitation of innovations to these types seems to imply a rather technocratic
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approach to sustainability, in which technological advancements will solve the issues we are facing today
while we continue to aim for development as it is traditionally understood in economics: the growth
of the gross domestic product (GDP) [21–24]. Within the sustainable development discourse, however,
technocratic viewpoints are highly criticised [25]. Rethinking production (processes) may not be
enough to transition to a low-carbon economy; instead, what is produced and why needs to be
reassessed. Ward et al. (2016) described how some scholars believe decoupling growth in GDP
from environmental impacts to be possible [19]. Classifications based on the outcomes of improved
products or processes might turn out to be incomplete, for example, because new forms of ownership,
participation and understanding of well-being might arise. In this study, innovations are therefore
organised in a broader way, using four types: technical, social, policy/governance and business model
innovations, with “sustainable innovations” as the umbrella concept. Note that a “social innovation”
is considered to be “the reconfiguring of social practices, in response to societal challenges, which seeks
to enhance outcomes on societal well-being and necessarily includes the engagement of civil society
actors” [26]. Indeed, the other types of innovations also respond to societal challenges, but through
technology, policy or business model innovations, respectively.
2.3. The Relation between Innovation and the Energy Transition
Irandoust [27] described a direct causal relationship between technological innovation and
renewables in Denmark and Norway and the same, but reverse, relationship in Sweden and Finland.
The author suggested that the divergent results could be due to differences in the energy mix,
the economic structure in terms of primary, secondary or residential sectors, the role of nuclear energy
and the role of policies. At the policy level, the study concluded that investments should be made in
technological innovations, since these effectively contribute to renewable energy deployment, in turn
spurring innovation. Similar conclusions were drawn by Lin and Zhu [28], who investigated the role
of renewable energy technological innovation on climate change based on empirical evidence from
China. The results of their linear regression model confirmed a significant inverse relationship between
renewable energy technology innovations and CO2 emissions. Hoppe and de Vries [29] confirmed the
relation between social innovations and the energy transition in their editorial comment of 20 article
contributions of the special issue “Social innovation and the Energy Transition”. They concluded
that social innovation is required for a transition to a low-carbon energy system. Aldieri, Bruno and
Vinci [30] investigated the relationship between innovation and happiness. They argued that the
transition to a low-carbon society arguably requires a reconsideration of GDP growth as the main aim
of development. In their study, the relationship between innovation and happiness was mediated
by the environment, measured as eco-efficiency. They concluded that there is a positive relationship
between eco-efficiency and happiness at the macro-level (nationally or larger), but unidirectional
causality was not confirmed. At the micro-level (the level of communities), a negative relationship
existed as a result of the “Not In My Backyard” (NIMBY) argument. The latter constitutes an important
limitation to innovation at the regional level but further emphasises the urgent need for innovations
that appreciate and address land scarcity to minimize the potential aversion to low-carbon solutions.
In summary, the literature showed that innovation plays an important, if not crucial, role in the
transition to a low-carbon economy.
3. Materials and Methods
3.1. Methodology
A framework was developed to identify innovations for a specific context. A diagram of the
methodology is presented in Figure 2, which shows an illustration of the framework developed and
applied in this study. The research developed over two main phases: a first phase that resulted in the
elaboration of an innovation inventory; and a second one, dedicated to the identification of relevant

efficiency, mobility, etc. (see Section 3.2). We then identified a selection of countries that, despite
facing different conditions, have transition challenges resembling those of the Netherlands. Such
challenges include the need for more renewable energy, GHG emission reductions and improved
energy efficiency (see Section 3.3). A benchmarking analysis was performed on the EU member states
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Innovations were found using scientific and grey literature [32–57], as well as several
databases [58–61]. The consulted sources were found through a literature review on sustainable
innovation, an internet search on national government websites and interviews with experts.
The challenges identified through the DPSIR analysis of land scarcity in the Netherlands described
below (in Section 3.2) were used as search terms (i.e. “renewable energy deployment”, “energy intensity
of the economy”, “resource use and disposal”, “mobility” and “agricultural emissions”), along with
other variants (e.g., “renewable energy generation”) and generic search terms on the selected countries
(e.g., “German energy transition”). All technologies, business models, policies or social changes
that were new to the Dutch context and related to land scarcity as a constraint to the challenge of
decarbonisation (i.e., to one of the challenges identified through the DPSIR analysis described below)
were considered “innovative”, and hence included in the inventory.
In the second phase, we analysed the innovations in the inventory in more detail (lower half of
Figure 2), exemplifying how the inventory can be used to arrive at specific recommendations. First,
we estimated the impact of each innovation on the challenge under investigation (i.e., the transition to
a low carbon economy in the context of the land scarcity constraint) and the effort its implementation
would require, using literature and the expert judgement of nexus scientists from across Europe and
senior sustainability consultants from the Netherlands (see Section 3.5). A sample of scores was
validated using Multi-Criteria Decision Analysis (MCDA). Three particularly promising innovations
were identified based on their estimated impact and effort scores. These innovations were investigated
further and, combining the insights of the “energy transition path analysis”, to understand what
conditions favour (or lead to) innovation, recommendations for their implementation were made.
The innovation inventory was also analysed, making use of its other categorisations and indicators,
when available.
The sources that were consulted to find innovations fed into the work from another angle as
well. All non-innovative developments that played a role in the “energy transition path” of each
of the countries—the progress towards climate neutrality—were used to describe differences and
similarities in the political and economic contexts of each of the countries (see Section 3.6). In addition,
here, the DPSIR framework was used, as is described further in Section 3.6. The descriptions were
summarised in an overview table and assisted with the understanding of which (aspects of) innovations
are relevant across contexts. The table was also used to identify elements that relate countries that
have been relatively successful in terms of the emergence or adoption of sustainable innovations,
which resulted in overarching recommendations for stakeholders in the Netherlands.
3.2. Application of the DPSIR to the CLEWF Nexus
The CLEWF nexus constraint of “scarcity of land” in the Netherlands was analysed using the
DPSIR framework, a theoretical tool to break down complex and interrelated environmental processes
into more tangible and quantifiable units [31]. Within the DPSIR framework, the environmental
processes are understood to consist of a chain of causal links running from Driving forces, Pressures,
States and Impacts to Responses [31,62]. All the “elements” that shape a certain phenomenon can be
classified as either one of these. In the case of land scarcity, for example, renewable energy policy goals
and consumption patterns drive the demand for land. The Drivers individually and collectively cause
Pressures such as competition for land or greenhouse gas emissions. Pressures affect the State(s) of the
system(s), which has an Impact on society that can in turn trigger Responses.
The DPSIR framework was combined with the nexus approach that we schematically present in
Figure 3. In the figure, a colour code is used to identify the nexus domain to which different elements
belong. An additional category to depict socioeconomic and transversal elements was added to the
analysis, to classify elements which did not fall dominantly in any of the CLEWF domains.

requirements for landfills but, perhaps more importantly, reduce the demand for virgin resources
and therefore mining);
• Mobility (e.g., population density could form an opportunity for sustainable modes of transport
rather than a challenge, yet the Netherlands is not necessarily a frontrunner on green mobility in
Europe);
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The climate performances of the EU member states (EU-28) were assessed based on
because it clarified that innovations which address, for instance, energy efficiency or mobility challenges,
benchmarking using quantitative indicators. In business, “benchmarking” generally refers to the
could potentially be used to alleviate land scarcity as well.
measurement of the quality of an organisation's product or business practices and the comparison
A review of statistical information, academic and grey literature, and expert knowledge served to
with standards or similar measurements of peers. The purpose of benchmarking is to identify where
perform the DPSIR analysis under the context described. Information was compiled in a table format,
improvements can be made and to learn from how other organisations reach their performance levels
and
DPSIR elements
distributed
over theof
different
nexus domains.
A simplified
version
of this
[64–67].
Here, thewere
climate
performance
the Netherlands
is compared
to its
targets
andtable
the
resulted in the elaboration of Figure 3. In the original table, the most important elements were supported,
where possible, by an indicator [62]. Indicators were compared to European targets—or, if targets were
unavailable, the EU-28 average was used. Those elements that recurred frequently, and for which the
performance of the Netherlands was low compared to the European targets or average performance,
were grouped into several challenges that are thus related to land scarcity: renewable energy
deployment, energy intensity of the economy, resource use and disposal, mobility, agricultural
emissions and multiple/other. (For example, the State (DPSIR) element of the Climate (nexus) domain,
“resource footprint” (8100 kg/inhabitant, Position in the EU: 18th [63]), the Pressure (DPSIR) element
of the Climate (nexus) domain “municipal waste per person” (560 kg/inhabitant Position in the EU:
20th [63]), and the Pressure (DPSIR) element of the Food (nexus) domain “food waste”—Approximated
by organic waste: 873 kg/inhabitant Position in the EU: 28th [63]—were all grouped under “resource use
and disposal”) These challenges were included as a categorisation of the innovations in the inventory
and used as search guidance. The relation between these challenges and land scarcity can be
a little unclear at first, but when considering the cross-system nexus implications of these issues,
several relations become more obvious. A non-exhaustive list of examples for these relations to land
scarcity is presented below:
•
•

Renewable energy deployment (e.g., renewable energy sources have larger spatial requirements
than non-renewables);
Energy intensity of the economy/energy efficiency (e.g., demand for energy drives and demand
for land to generate this energy on);
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Resource use and disposal (e.g., waste recycling and circularity could not only reduce spatial
requirements for landfills but, perhaps more importantly, reduce the demand for virgin resources
and therefore mining);
Mobility (e.g., population density could form an opportunity for sustainable modes of transport
rather than a challenge, yet the Netherlands is not necessarily a frontrunner on green mobility in
Europe);
Agricultural emissions (e.g., food choices greatly affect land requirements for agriculture).

3.3. Benchmarking
The climate performances of the EU member states (EU-28) were assessed based on benchmarking
using quantitative indicators. In business, “benchmarking” generally refers to the measurement of
the quality of an organisation’s product or business practices and the comparison with standards or
similar measurements of peers. The purpose of benchmarking is to identify where improvements
can be made and to learn from how other organisations reach their performance levels [64–67]. Here,
the climate performance of the Netherlands is compared to its targets and the performance of other EU
member states and their targets. As in benchmarking in business, the purpose is to identify the aspects
in which specific countries could serve as best practice examples.
The benchmarking exercise adhered to a three-fold categorisation: reducing GHG emissions,
increasing the share of renewables in the energy mix and increasing energy efficiency. Within the
national EU targets for GHG emission reductions and renewable energy generation in 2020, the countries’
starting points, potential and economic conditions were taken into account [9]. For energy efficiency,
instead, an EU-wide target of 20% improvement was considered, and individual member states set
their own indicative national energy efficiency targets. The progress on GHG emission reductions was
compared using the relative change to the base year (2005) in 2017, and by comparing this to the 2020
targets (under the Effort Sharing Decision) [68,69].
Furthermore, the absolute levels of GHG emissions in tonnes of CO2 equivalent per capita in
2016 [70] were compared across member states regardless of the targets set. The shares of renewable
energy generation were benchmarked using 2017 values, by comparing them across countries and
with the national renewable energy targets for 2020 set at the EU level under an earlier version of the
Renewable Energy Directive [9,71]. Energy intensities of the economies were compared using the energy
intensity of GDP as an indicator (in kg of oil equivalent per 1000 Euros of GDP) [72]. Five European
countries were selected based on their performance as well as their expected relevance as best-practice
examples for the Netherlands: Belgium, Denmark, Germany, Latvia and Sweden. These countries,
and the Netherlands itself, served as sources of innovations for the rest of the study. Concerning the
“expected relevance”, neighbouring countries were selected regardless of the existence of countries
that scored higher in the benchmarking analysis. That was done not only because of climatic and
cultural similarities but also because the Netherlands, small as it is, has a relatively large share of
border-regions, in which there is a natural tendency for social, technical and intellectual interaction.
3.4. An Inventory of Innovations for the Dutch Nexus
The inventory was designed in such a way that innovations could be searched for and categorised
in different ways. For individual innovations we registered aspects such as innovation type, direct and
indirect relations to nexus domains, maturity level, the estimated effort required, the impact on
climate indicators (see Section 3.5) and the geographical level at which implementation is possible
(see Figure 4).
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innovations that are not applicable. Several other categorisations were considered to capture the
the Renewable Energy IEA/IRENA Joint Policies and Measures database and the Energy Efficiency
characteristics of each innovation with sufficient detail for the analysis (see Figure 4). For example,
Policies and Measures database [58–60]. We considered mostly database entries from 2009 onwards,
the timespan for the expected effect to occur was divided into short (before 2023), medium (before
as these are expected to be the most relevant for the performance regarding the 2020 goals. Moreover,
2030) or long- term (after 2030) effects. The level of implementation of innovations was indicated as
determining policies up to 2009 are expected to have been covered by the literature (and thus to be
“development”, “pilot project”, “operational” or “no longer operational”. Furthermore, scores from
already included in the list). All the elements encountered in the literature or databases were either
0 to 10 were estimated to reflect the impact of an innovation on climate targets as well as the effort
included as an innovation in the inventory or, if non-innovative (e.g., public concerns about nuclear
required for its implementation (see Section 3.5). In the case of “effort”, a low score is positive, while
power or the division into regions in Belgium), considered for the “energy transition path analysis”
for “impact”, a high score is positive.
as a driver or response (see Section 3.6). For technical innovations, in particular, information about the
The contents of the innovation inventory were analysed by producing graphical visualisations
number of green patent families in different areas of research was included in the inventory. These were
using the categorisations and scores in the inventory. The impact/effort scores analysis, in particular,
taken from the Green Tech Database website (https://www.greentechdatabase.com/), developed by
supported the identification of three particularly promising innovations to address the land scarcity
Perruchas [61]. The website interface is mainly supported by data from PATSTAT [73]. Some examples
issue in the Netherlands. These innovations were investigated further, and recommendations were
of specific technological innovations were also included in the inventory. Business innovations were
made for their implementation. It is important to note here that these scores were assigned
found
primarily
newsof
articles
through actors
web searches.
considering
theinpoint
view and
of regional
in the Netherlands. For other stakeholders or
The
inventory
can
then
be
used
to
select
particularlycould
promising
innovations
for inventory
a specific
priorities (e.g., the national government), other innovations
be identified
from the
stakeholder
in the nexus
under
by using different
criteria
in aninvestigation.
MCDA to assign the effort and impact scores.
In this study, an inventory was created for the land scarcity constraint of the Netherlands, stating the
innovation’s
name,Analysis
origin, type and most relevant DPSIR-CLEWF challenge. In addition, the relevance
3.5. Impact/Effort
to each nexus domain was indicated on a three-step scale: “Yes” for innovations that are directly
As was explained in Section 3.2, innovations were searched for based on the elements of land
applicable to the domain, “Implied” for directly applicable innovations and “No” for innovations
scarcity that were identified in the DPSIR analysis of the CLEWF nexus. As such, all innovations
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that are not applicable. Several other categorisations were considered to capture the characteristics
of each innovation with sufficient detail for the analysis (see Figure 4). For example, the timespan
for the expected effect to occur was divided into short (before 2023), medium (before 2030) or longterm (after 2030) effects. The level of implementation of innovations was indicated as “development”,
“pilot project”, “operational” or “no longer operational”. Furthermore, scores from 0 to 10 were
estimated to reflect the impact of an innovation on climate targets as well as the effort required for its
implementation (see Section 3.5). In the case of “effort”, a low score is positive, while for “impact”,
a high score is positive.
The contents of the innovation inventory were analysed by producing graphical visualisations
using the categorisations and scores in the inventory. The impact/effort scores analysis, in particular,
supported the identification of three particularly promising innovations to address the land scarcity
issue in the Netherlands. These innovations were investigated further, and recommendations were
made for their implementation. It is important to note here that these scores were assigned considering
the point of view of regional actors in the Netherlands. For other stakeholders or priorities (e.g.,
the national government), other innovations could be identified from the inventory by using different
criteria in an MCDA to assign the effort and impact scores.
3.5. Impact/Effort Analysis
As was explained in Section 3.2, innovations were searched for based on the elements of land
scarcity that were identified in the DPSIR analysis of the CLEWF nexus. As such, all innovations
included in the inventory address element(s) of land scarcity. However, the extent to which they have
an impact on climate targets, hereafter “impact”, might vary from innovation to innovation, and so
might the effort it would require to implement them, hereafter “effort”. Both of these are important
parameters for any stakeholder that plans to invest time, money and/or other resources into developing
an innovation. Scores from 0 to 10 were assigned to each innovation for both “impact” and “effort”
and were added to the inventory, to support the identification of particularly promising innovations.
Assessing the impact of an innovation on climate targets requires time and is not a simple process,
because causality is hard to distil or because the effect takes place at a later point in time or in a different
location. Moreover, the effort required to implement a certain innovation is difficult to measure [74].
It is related to various factors, such as costs and time, but also the inertia of the existing socio-technical
system, which is, among other things, constituted by existing policies, infrastructure and stakeholder
configurations [75].
Nevertheless, instead of measuring the latter factors, both impact and effort could be estimated
in a consistent way by making use of Multi-Criteria Decision Analysis (MCDA). This approach to
assigning one value to a phenomenon that consists of many different aspects makes the process
and considerations transparent. On top of that, it allows for the inclusion of weighting factors that
can be adjusted based on the stakeholder involved [76]. Ideally, all impact and effort values in the
inventory should be estimated through MCDA, implemented with stakeholder involvement. In this
study, however, impact and effort scores were estimated heuristically using the literature and the
expert judgement of nexus scientists from across Europe and senior sustainability consultants from
the Netherlands. A sample of scores was validated using MCDA, to confirm the accurateness of the
estimated scores and to show what kind of criteria and weighting factors could be used to estimate the
effort and impact scores. For the sample considered, the MCDA analysis and the direct attribution of
values coincided in their results. Therefore, both approaches could be valid. However, as this could
also have been a coincidence, more cases of the application of the MCDA and the direct attribution
would have to be compared to verify that the approaches converge in terms of results.
This analysis is shown in Tables 1 and 2 and is based on the decision trees of Figures 5 and 6.
The criteria and objectives were decided upon based on discussions with a regional consultant.
All criteria scoring was done on a scale from 0 to 10, with 10 being the most preferable. For criteria
such as “number of stakeholders involved”, the scoring does not represent the absolute number of
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stakeholders involved but rather whether they are few (closer to 0) or many (closer to 10). A high score
thus always represents a preferable option over a low score. However, for effort, the final values were
reversed in the innovation inventory, so that a low value does indeed indicate a low effort required.
Table 1. Example calculations of effort scores using Multi-Criteria Decision Analysis (MCDA).
Strong ESCO
Market

Effort

District Heating
and Cooling

Green Tax Reform

Weight

Equipment and installation
10
4
5
0.23
Costs throughout
10
10
5
0.23
implementation
Number of
5
4
2
0.11
stakeholders involved
Level of decision involved
8
8
1
0.11
Need for active monitoring
8
4
3
0.05
and management
Controversy of the topic
4
4
0
0.05
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the (intermediate) objectives in between. Weighting factors are indicated in percentages.
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It should be noted that perceived impact and effort are stakeholder-specific, for example because
of different priorities or capabilities, reflected in different impact and effort scores, respectively. In this
study, the scores were determined for the sake of identifying innovations that could be implemented
by a regional Dutch consultancy. If the framework were applied with other stakeholders (e.g., private,
public, civil society), the outcome of the scoring could differ. The inventory can as such be adapted to
identify innovations particularly worth considering for different stakeholders.
3.6. Energy transition Path Analysis
The five countries that served as sources of innovations were also analysed regarding their
political and economic contexts, drawing from the same literature and databases that were consulted
to find innovations. A broad selection of “non-innovative” elements that played a role in the countries’
progress towards their current climate performance—their “energy transition paths”—were identified.
These elements were then analysed using the DPSIR framework that was first introduced under the
nexus challenge analysis. A summary table of the “energy transition path analysis” is presented in
Table 3.
Table 3. Overview of the DPSIR analysis of the energy transition paths of the selected countries
(the 3-letter country codes are abbreviations of country names; these stand for: BEL = Belgium, DNK =
Denmark, DEU = Germany, LVA = Latvia, NLD = The Netherlands and SWE = Sweden).

Drivers
EU targets
Concerns about climate change
Controversy of nuclear power
Concerns about energy security
Need for economic
competitiveness and growth
Economic crisis 2008
Division into regions
Pressures
Global climate change
Global biodiversity loss
Global resource depletion
Living standard (GDP/capita in
2018 in constant 2011 €1000)
Population density (people per
sq. km of land area)

BEL

DNK

DEU

LVA

NLD

SVE

+
+
+
-

+
+
+
+
-

+
+
+
+
+

+
+
-

+
+
-

+
+
+
+

+

-

-

+
-

-

-

+
+
+
25.5

+
+
+
27.6

+
+
+
25.8

+
+
+
18.8

+
+
+
35.7

+
+
+
34.3

377

138

237

301

511

25
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Table 3. Cont.
BEL

DNK

DEU

LVA

NLD

SVE

141.3

65.1

112.6

206.7

118.3

111.3

10.8

9.3

11.4

6.0

12.2

5.6

9%

36%

15%

39%

7%

56%

-

-

-

+

-

+

-

+
+

+
+

+
+

-

+
+

-

+

+

+

-

-

-

+

+

-

-

-

-

-

+

-

-

+

+
+

+
-

-

-

-

-

States
Energy intensity level of
primary energy in kg of oil
equivalent per 1000 EUR of
GDP (2015)
GHG emission in tonnes of CO2
equivalent per capita (2015)
Share of renewable energy
(electricity and heat) (2017)
Impact
2020 EU target already reached
in 2017
Responses
Reducing fossil fuel imports
Increased utilisation of
renewable energy sources
Reducing energy consumption
or CO2 emissions
Clear decision to phase out
nuclear power
Policies to develop green
technologies, industry and
employment
Decentralised production
Regional strategies
Over-subsidising of renewable
energy generation

Note that “+” (green cells) or “-“ (red cells) are used to indicate which elements were found to be most and less
important in shaping the energy transitions of the countries respectively.

The analysis was conducted for two main reasons. Firstly, as innovations do not exist in a vacuum,
societal contexts were deemed important to understand the relevance of innovations across contexts,
and thereby supported the formulation of recommendations on the implementation of the three selected
innovations. Secondly, the “energy transition path analysis” itself led to overarching recommendations
for Dutch policymakers and other stakeholders, as it helped to identify elements that relate the countries
that have been relatively successful in terms of the emergence or adoption of sustainable innovations.
4. Results
The contents of the innovation inventory that was created for the Dutch constraint of land scarcity
are summarised in the first paragraphs of Section 4.1. Subsequently, three particularly promising
innovations are identified based on their estimated effort and impact scores. Section 4.2 describes the
analysis of the countries’ energy transition paths.
4.1. Contents of the Innovation Inventory
A total of 75 innovations from the six countries (including the Netherlands) were identified,
listed and categorised. Of these, 7, 8, 24 and 36 were classified as social, business model, technical and
policy/institutional innovations, respectively.
The complete list of innovations was also analysed based on the applicability to the different nexus
domains. Although all five CLEWF domains were taken as a starting point in the study, the largest
part of the innovations did not directly or indirectly relate to the Water or Food domains. Therefore,
solely the prevalence of innovations related to the first three domains (CLE) are presented here, and an
overview of the distribution is shown in Figure 7. Only five innovations are directly applicable to all
three domains simultaneously. If, however, “Implied” relations are also counted, this number increases
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was calculated. Each type of innovation was then ranked from high to low based on this ratio.
Considering that all innovations in the inventory were found based on the analysis of land scarcity
as a constraint within the Dutch nexus and that the effort and impact scores were assigned
considering the Dutch context, these ratios helped to identify some of the most promising innovations
within the inventory.
Three innovations were selected to investigate further: District heating (the innovative business
models of) Energy Service Companies (ESCOs) and peak shaving using water pumping. All three
were classified as innovations whose results are expected to become visible in the short term (i.e.,
before 2023). These are briefly introduced in the subsequent paragraphs, while Section 5 gives a more
detailed discussion of how they alleviate land scarcity and what lessons can be learned from other
countries regarding their implementation. It is important to note that the inventory contains other
promising innovations and that this selection was solely made as an example of how the inventory
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District heating (DH) using renewable energy sources or waste heat streams was among the
innovations identified as particularly promising for regional actors to consider. DH is commonly
used in Sweden, Denmark, Germany and Latvia [77]. In the Netherlands, too, the sector is developing
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Three innovations were selected to investigate further: District heating (the innovative business
models of) Energy Service Companies (ESCOs) and peak shaving using water pumping. All three
were classified as innovations whose results are expected to become visible in the short term (i.e.,
before 2023). These are briefly introduced in the subsequent paragraphs, while Section 5 gives a more
detailed discussion of how they alleviate land scarcity and what lessons can be learned from other
countries regarding their implementation. It is important to note that the inventory contains other
promising innovations and that this selection was solely made as an example of how the inventory
can be used to identify innovations and consider the source countries as best-practice examples.
For instance, in the graph of Figure 8, an innovation exists which scores better (effort score 3 and
impact score 9) than the innovation “peak shaving using water pumping”. That innovation (3, 9) is a
Danish policy act, which did not require extremely large investments, but nevertheless significantly
increased public support for renewable energy sources. For example, it entailed a benefit scheme
to enhance local scenic and recreational values for communities near windmills and a co-ownership
scheme for citizens to financially benefit from them [42]. Although the previous policy innovation
could be a very relevant example for policy makers, we chose to select the “peak shaving” innovation
due to its relevance for the private sector, as advised by experts involved in the consultation process
for the ranking of innovations.
District heating (DH) using renewable energy sources or waste heat streams was among the
innovations identified as particularly promising for regional actors to consider. DH is commonly used
in Sweden, Denmark, Germany and Latvia [77]. In the Netherlands, too, the sector is developing [78].
Given the maturity of the foreign DH markets, the concept can hardly be called innovative. Nevertheless,
there are many aspects of the foreign systems that are innovative to the Dutch system and which could
ease the further development of DH in the Netherlands. However, in Latvia, 63% of the heating in
DH systems is still produced in fossil fuel heat plants that do not co-generate electricity and could
benefit from more modern and efficient installations [77,79]. Latvia is therefore not further considered
as an example for the Netherlands for the implementation of DH.
Secondly, Energy Service Companies (ESCOs) were identified as a promising innovation for
regional actors, in particular their innovative business models: Energy Performance Contracting (EPCs)
and Energy Service contracts (ESCs) [80]. Although nuances exist in the exact form of contracts, the basic
premise of a performance contract is that the investment costs of an (efficiency) improvement are paid
for by energy bill savings, over time [80]. In service contracts, customers pay for a certain service (e.g.,
the heating of their house), and the ESCO generally takes care of the installation, maintenance and
operation of the entire system (e.g., heat pumps). The customer is not confronted with large upfront
investment costs and does not bear the risk of not saving money if the performance turns out lower than
expected. The ESCO makes a profit because of the margins applied to the pay-back of the investments
and through the benefits acquired by the aggregation of many comparable projects, which include
better insight in investment risks and economies of scale [81].
The third innovation selected is peak shaving using water pumping. Pumping water is an inevitable
part of maintaining dry land in large parts of the Netherlands that are below sea level. Pumping, but also
processes like feeding and aerating of sewage water in the wastewater treatment facilities, are rather
energy-intensive. At present, 75% of the Dutch utilities do not monitor the energy efficiency of the
pumping stations [82], not to mention their possible contribution to the efficiency of the energy system as
a whole. Even without reducing energy use, water utilities could contribute to decarbonisation through
“peak shaving”, by shifting energy use (e.g., pumping) to different timeframes [83,84]. Peak shaving
refers to lowering extremes in electricity demand in order to reduce costs for energy utilities and
facilitate the penetration of renewables in the electricity mix. It is based on the fact that demand for
electricity is unevenly distributed over the day. Human behaviour, industrial operation times and
many other aspects of daily life aggregately result in peaks in the demand curve, times at which much
more electricity is demanded than average. The existence of such peaks results in efficiency and cost
concerns for energy producers [85], which are often required to start operating flexible, but more
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expensive and polluting energy generation units, such as gas-fired power plants. Demand peaks also
largely determine grid and capacity sizing. On top of that, they hinder the uptake of renewables in
the energy mix, because the availability of intermittent renewables often does not overlap with peaks
in demand.
4.2. Energy Transition Paths of Belgium, Denmark, Germany, Latvia and Sweden
Below, in Table 3, an overview is given of the DPSIR analysis of the energy transition paths of the
countries that served as sources of innovations for the inventory. The quantitative values listed are taken
from the benchmarking analysis and extended with statistics about the living standards, energy mixes
and population densities [70,72,86]. “Energy transition paths” describe the non-innovative DPSIR
elements that played a particularly determining role in the progress these countries have made towards
a low-carbon economy with more renewable energy. Note that “+” (green cells) are used to indicate
the elements that were found to be most important in shaping the energy transitions of the countries.
If a cell indicates “-“ (red cells) for a certain Driver, Impact or Response, this does not mean that
this element has not played any role, but merely that it was not described as the most important or
determining in the analysed literature and policy documents.
5. Discussion and Recommendations
The large number of innovations with a beneficial impact/effort ratio (green quadrant of Figure 8)
indicate that the inventory contains a considerable amount of innovations with a high potential to
positively impact the low-carbon transition while alleviating the land scarcity constraint within the
Dutch CLEWF nexus and being relatively easy to implement (for regional actors). As it was one of the
main aims of this study to identify such innovations, the developed framework was proven effective.
Three innovations were identified as examples of how specific stakeholders can use the inventory to
further illustrate the applicability and transferability of the framework. A clarification of how these
innovations can alleviate the land scarcity constraint within the Dutch nexus and recommendations
for their implementation based on best practices from the other countries are elaborated on below,
in Sections 5.1.1–5.1.3.
The DPSIR analysis of the land use aspect in the Dutch CLEWF nexus was found to be valuable in
the expansion of the inventory. It broadened the range of innovations that could be included in the
inventory and thereby resulted in a richer compilation with not-so-obvious entries. The characterisation
of a selected constraint using the DPSIR could further benefit from stakeholder engagement and
participation by providing opportunities for validation and verification of the analysis performed;
and, secondly, by establishing a communication bridge between the analysts and the relevant actors in
the case.
The applicability of innovations to the different CLEWF nexus domains, as was shown in Figure 7,
indicate that only five of the more than 70 innovations in the inventory directly apply to three domains
at once (in all cases to CLE), and none to more than three domains simultaneously. This is an important
observation in itself, as it suggests that innovation at present does not regularly take on a cross-domain
approach to (land scarcity as a constraint within the challenge of) the transition to a low-carbon
economy. However, if implied relations are also considered, the number of innovations that address all
three domains increases to a few dozens. A nexus-approach such as the one used in this study can
thus be concluded to be valuable in the identification of how specific innovations relate to several
nexus domains.
5.1. Innovations to Address the Land Scarcity Constraint
5.1.1. District Heating: Relation with Land Scarcity and Recommendations for Implementation
DH has the potential to drastically increase the efficiency and deployment of renewable energy
in the Dutch heating system by aggregating demand and supplying for it using waste heat streams,
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Combined Heat and Power (CHP) and/or renewables [87–91]. Given that heating is one of the largest
energy sectors of the Netherlands, and that demand for renewable energy drives demand for land to
generate energy on, DH can make considerable contributions to reduce land use requirements for the
decarbonisation challenge. Furthermore, Paardekooper et al. [92] concluded that the decarbonisation
of the Dutch heating and cooling sector with significant investments in DH systems will have higher
efficiency and reduced costs compared to the “conventionally decarbonised scenario”, in which the
energy system is developed by encouraging renewables but not radically changing the heating and
cooling sector [92]. The implications of introducing this innovation in the Dutch context, in the context
ofSustainability
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for years in Germany [80]. A promising development in this direction, from within the Netherlands,
is the publication of guidelines for the procurement of EPCs [94]. In addition, the Energy Saving
Partnership (ESP) in the municipality of Berlin has been identified as an important visible starting
signal in which the public sector leads by example and created trust in the ESCO industry [97].
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price setting in Stockholm called “Prisdialogen”—literally “the price dialogue”). Such elements can be
transferred to the Netherlands, albeit in an adapted form [77,91].
5.1.2. ESCOs: Relation with Land Scarcity and Recommendations for Implementation
If an ESCO project increases the total efficiency to reduce the customer’s energy bill, it can
contribute to the alleviation of the land scarcity constraint. After all, reduced demand for energy
implies a potentially reduced area required for energy production. Furthermore, ESCO projects can
ease the development of renewables on urban land, for example, by installing solar panels on rooftops,
thereby realising a double purpose land use. In Figure 10 we present the potential implications of the
implementation
of such
innovation
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water management systems, can furthermore put the Netherlands at the forefront of innovation in
In the Netherlands, successful ESCO projects could be used similarly. The high costs of project
the future. Not only are there benefits of peak shaving for energy generation efficiency and renewable
development and procurement are expected to be less of a barrier when the ESCO market and
energy deployment in the future, but these benefits are also expected to hold an increasing economic
value. Also the latter should motivate regional actors to develop this opportunity in areas like water
management. Peak-shaving technologies could be exported to other countries. Innovations in the
water pumping sector would be interesting to explore as an adaptation measure to sea-level rise, to
mention an example. An illustration of the implications of the implementation of such innovation
across the systems of the nexus, using the DPSIR framework, is shown in Figure 11.
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companies grow [98]. For a short-term alleviation of this barrier, it is worth noting that sometimes
ESCO projects could make use of Energy Savings Funds, although this has relatively rarely been done
in the Netherlands [80]. In some cases, however, such funds have made EPC projects possible in the
Netherlands [98,99].
5.1.3. Using Water Pumping for Peak Shaving: Relation with Land Scarcity and Recommendations for
Implementation
The Dutch foundation of applied research for water management (STOWA) investigated the
possibilities for flexible energy management at wastewater treatment facilities, or “smart pumping”,
for instance through buffering for a day, reversing day and night, flexibly changing the oxidation set
points or intermittently feeding and aerating [100]. They concluded that these adjustments do not
result in considerable energy savings in absolute terms, but, depending on the future climate policy of
the Netherlands, can certainly lead to the increased sustainability of the system (by facilitating the use
of cleaner energy) [83]. The amount of emissions that can be avoided through peak shaving is highly
dependent on the future development of the Dutch energy system. Slingerland et al. [101] conclude
that until 2023, increased flexibility is most probably not required, but that it will likely be so in the
future. They expect this moment to arrive around 2030. A timely anticipation of future flexibility needs
is expected to reduce costs because of the long lead times of certain cheaper flexibility options [101].
If existing infrastructure can be used to increase the efficiency with which (renewable) energy
sources are used, it reduces the need for new storage installations, which inevitably require land,
money, material and energy. Peak shaving in innovative ways, such as by shifting pumping times in
water management systems, can furthermore put the Netherlands at the forefront of innovation in the
future. Not only are there benefits of peak shaving for energy generation efficiency and renewable
energy deployment in the future, but these benefits are also expected to hold an increasing economic
value. Also the latter should motivate regional actors to develop this opportunity in areas like water
management. Peak-shaving technologies could be exported to other countries. Innovations in the
water pumping sector would be interesting to explore as an adaptation measure to sea-level rise,
to mention an example. An illustration of the implications of the implementation of such innovation
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5.2. Energy Transition Paths
The DPSIR analysis in Belgium, Denmark, Germany, Latvia and Sweden—in comparison to the
Netherlands, of which an overview was provided in Table 2—helped to better understand the context
in which innovations emerged and were adopted. It was found that especially Denmark, Germany
and Sweden benefitted from the early commitment to climate and energy goals. Decisions such as
phasing out nuclear power entirely or setting up tax schemes that span several government terms
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5.2. Energy Transition Paths
The DPSIR analysis in Belgium, Denmark, Germany, Latvia and Sweden—in comparison to the
Netherlands, of which an overview was provided in Table 2—helped to better understand the context
in which innovations emerged and were adopted. It was found that especially Denmark, Germany and
Sweden benefitted from the early commitment to climate and energy goals. Decisions such as phasing
out nuclear power entirely or setting up tax schemes that span several government terms provide
direction and security to the industry sector and the citizens. These convey the message that there is
no need to wait and see if a change is going to be worthwhile or necessary—it will be so. This point is
also underlined by the fact that the opposite phenomenon, i.e., hesitant and slow decision-making,
was indeed found to be an important barrier in general and specifically in Belgium, where this was
mainly the result of the division into regions. Furthermore, pioneering was shown to come with
advantages rather than risks (as is commonly feared in the Netherlands). This is illustrated by the
energy transition path of Sweden, in particular, which explicitly profiled itself as a pioneer and, as such,
put itself in the position to create the dominant design for various aspects of the energy transition,
export knowledge and create jobs in the process. Also in Germany and Denmark, green developments
were voiced as great opportunities for economic growth and employment. Important in this respect
is that countries generally pioneer in activities that they are naturally good at. In Germany, this can
be seen in the large emphasis on energy efficiency. In Sweden, there is a strong focus on efficient
heating, and Denmark excels in wind energy and citizen participation. For the Netherlands, it would
thus be worthwhile to try and draw from existing strengths such as, for example, water management.
Lastly, Drivers for change were found to be economical and geopolitical, at least as much, if not more,
as the concerns about climate change and sustainability that drove them. Concerns about energy
security and rising import prices were by far the most important Drivers towards increased efficiency
and large-scale biomass deployment in Latvia, while they also played an important role in Denmark,
Germany and Sweden. The historically cheap availability of natural gas as an alternative to imported
oil meant that these Drivers were largely missing in the Netherlands, which surely hampered the speed
of progress towards a low-carbon economy. On a positive note, the fact that non-idealistic drivers
can move a country in a specific direction (e.g., carbon neutrality) also means that constraints (e.g.,
land scarcity) could work in the same way, especially if the chosen responses (e.g., innovations) build
on the natural strengths of the (Dutch) CLEWF nexus.
5.3. Limitations and Suggestions for Future Work
Despite the deliberate inclusion of social and business innovations as innovation types, these are
most probably under-represented in the inventory developed in this article. This is due to policy and
technical innovations being more commonly documented or easy to find in the literature and relevant
databases. Furthermore, the methodology for the estimation of effort and impact values could benefit
from MCDA with extensive stakeholder involvement, as was suggested in the Materials and Methods
section. In addition, energy system modelling could be used to support the MCDA for impact values
as well as to test some of the innovations suggested. Possibly, model output structures and/or scenario
analyses could also be developed to account for the suggested innovations of this work.
6. Conclusions
Despite high ambitions and plentiful political commitments, the Netherlands is far behind most
of its European peers with regard to Climate targets. One factor slowing down progress towards
a low-carbon economy in the densely populated Netherlands is the relatively high level of competition
between land uses. Indeed, land use requirements for renewable energy sources considerably impede
their rapid uptake. Innovations could accelerate the required change. A careful selection of innovations
that address context-specific constraints can augment the chances of their successful implementation
and bring the accelerated change that is needed for the Netherlands to catch up. In this study,
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a framework has been developed that helps to identify particularly promising innovations by targeting
them after analysing a specific constraint. The framework was applied to the land scarcity constraint
in the Netherlands and helped to identify several promising innovations from within and outside
the Netherlands. Three were investigated further, and recommendations for their implementation
were made.
Innovations were found to both follow from, and lie at the heart of, differences in the energy
transition paths of Belgium, Denmark, Germany, Latvia and Sweden. The Netherlands can take stock
of these innovations by adapting them to the Dutch CLEWF context. Through the application of the
DPSIR framework to the Dutch CLEWF nexus, it was found that in the context of land scarcity as
a constraint to the decarbonisation challenge, innovations related to renewable energy deployment,
the energy intensity of the economy, resource use and disposal, mobility and agricultural emissions
need to be considered. Given that this study aimed to identify innovations with a high impact on
the low-carbon transition while simultaneously having a high potential to be easily implemented
(low effort required) by regional actors, three innovations in the innovation inventory were identified as
particularly promising for The Netherlands. These are district heating, the business models of Energy
Service Companies, and peak shaving using water pumping. Regional actors in the Netherlands are
encouraged to develop these innovations and take note of the lessons that can be learned from other
countries where possible. Furthermore, elements that unify successful energy transition paths across
countries were identified through the DPSIR framework. These were found to relate to long-term
political commitments, context-specific geopolitical and economic drivers, and pioneering approaches
building on and towards national strengths. The analysis conducted and the framework developed can
be useful to policymakers in the Netherlands and around the world. These outputs can inspire different
types of decision-making actors when selecting innovations for building long-term commitments in
their climate plans. At the same time, such exercise can assist in the identification of non-idealistic
drivers that can be exploited towards a low-carbon economy or difficult to attain goals in a CLEWF
nexus perspective (including constraints such as land scarcity). In this respect, stakeholders are
encouraged to commit to developing new and innovative approaches to challenges, consider them
in an integrated nexus perspective and use natural strengths as guidance for selecting them (e.g.,
water management).
A systematic approach to identifying cross-sectoral innovations was developed. The method
for creating an innovation inventory is transferable to other countries and applicable to other nexus
challenges. As such, it can support a wide range of decision and policy-making processes. The specific
inventory created for this work contains a rich base of knowledge that can be used by regional actors
and practitioners in the Netherlands, to identify other or more innovations and analyse these further.
Furthermore, the combination of the DPSIR framework with the CLEWF nexus approach as a starting
point for the identification of nexus-relevant innovations went beyond the state-of-the-art and was
proven to be useful in understanding and breaking down the challenges faced by the nexus.
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